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Description  
RX30 is a high powered, combination cleaner, degreaser  and deodorizer for re-
moval of heavy, greasy soil and the foul odors that go with them in and around  
refuse and trash collection and disposal equipment. Like all Airx products, it 
contains AIRICIDE® Odor Counteractant, but is unusual in that the full impact  
of the AIRICIDE® is not released until contacting, or being contacted by liquid.  
Can be used on any surface not affected by solvent degreasers.  
 
 Uses  
For degreasing, cleaning and especially for deodorizing the inside and outside of 
dumpsters, compactors, bulk trash containers, public waste receptacles, garbage 
cans, grease pits, trash rooms, compactor rooms, drop chutes and trash chutes,  
trash trucks, etc. RX30 becomes an automatic time release spray when used with  
the Airx DSP dispenser attached to compactors or other collection equipment. May  
also be sprayed on the ground below or around collection area for immediate  
relief from foul odors.  
 

Professional Grade 
SUB-SURFACE
Odor Counteractant

Specially formulated for heavy duty cleaning and 
degreasing of refuse containers and their surrounding 
areas. Also for the elimination of the foul odors that are 
associated with them. There are no worse odors than 
those emanating from dumpsters, compactors, trash 
trucks, garbage cans and the like. Their smell can often 
be so obnoxious that a person literally cannot get close 
enough to the problem to work on it. Now with RX30 the 
problem can be solved quickly and pleasantly. A quick 
spray of RX30 eliminates the foul odor. Then powerful  
degreasers in the formula penetrate, loosen and emulsify  
grime and soil so that they can be easily rinsed away.  

RX30 contains no ortho-dichlorobenzene or other  
chlorinated solvents, but instead uses a potent natural  
solvent with superior ability to remove stubborn, greasy 
soil. It also contains highly concentrated AIRICIDE® Odor 
Counteractant in a unique water release form. These  
odor counteractants work well enough by themselves, 
but when they contact moisture in the refuse, or when 
RX30 is sprayed with water, the odor counteractant  
effectiveness is intensified to overcome the very worst 
of foul odors. This one product, in one operation,  
eliminates odors and removes their source better than  
any deodorizers and degreasers used separately.

Contains Airicide®



ACTIVITY............................................................100% active
COLOR..........................................................yellowish liquid
FLASH POINT ........................................greater than 110°F
SPECIFIC GRAVITY.............................0.925 ± 0.005 gm/ml
DENSITY....................................................7.70 ± 0.05 lb/gal
SOLUBILITY IN WATER.........................quickly emulsifiable
SHELF LIFE...............................................2 years minimum
ODOR COUNTERACTANT .......water activated AIRICIDE®

VISCOSITY.............................................................water thin
DETERGENT TYPE................................................non-ionic
CHLORINATED SOLVENTS .......................................none

Specifications

Distributed by:

 Benefits	  
DEODORIZES - Like other Airx products, RX30 contains AIRICIDE®, a proprietary odor counteractant that merges with foul 
odor molecules in the air to change their size and shape so that they are not recognized as unpleasant when they reach 
the nose.
HIGHLY CONCENTRATED - The odor counteractants contained in RX30 are so powerful that they are effective even when 
diluted 500 parts to 1 (approximately one ounce in four gallons of water). A little RX30 will go a long way.
MOISTURE RELEASED - Spraying with water, which dilutes and reduces the effectiveness of other deodorizers, actually 
accentuates the odor neutralizing ability of RX30. The AIRICIDE® contained in RX30 will “bloom” when it is contacted by 
liquids.
WIDE USAGE - Counteracts malodors from garbage, trash, fats, oils, fermentation, decay, mildew, etc. and removes the 
source of such odors for long lasting effectiveness.
AUTOMATIC DISPENSER AVAILABLE
Contains a peristaltic pump, timer with external on/off switch, wiring, tubing and spray nozzle. The unit is designed to be 
wired directly to the compactor’s electrical feed line and to spray a stream of RX30 into the compactor’s ram opening. A solid 
state switch can be set so that the proper amount of product is dispensed from every 20 seconds to every 12 minutes.   
See your AIRX distributor for more details.  
 
 Directions  
FOR IMMEDIATE ODOR CONTROL - Charge a garden type tank sprayer with concentrated RX30 and pump it up to be able 
to stay as far from foul odors as possible. Apply a coarse spray of RX30 to the source of odors. Then, for maximum effect 
against foul odors and to make the removal of the source and final clean-up as pleasant as possible, wet down area with water.  
FOR CLEANING & DEODORIZING - Spray on concentrated RX30 with a garden type tank sprayer. Wait 3 to 5 minutes after 
application and then wet down with a high pressure hose or pressure washer. Can use a deck brush to scrub heavily soiled areas. 
FOR GROUNDS DEODORIZING - Apply RX30 directly into standing water or spray over area, then spray with water.  
CAUTION: Do not use indoors unless area is well ventilated. Not for residential use.
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